2020 Bull Sale
51 Registered Bulls
5 Herd Bulls

Welcome

It’s a pleasure to welcome you to our second Forest Hills Brangus Bull Sale held at AgGrow
Bull Selling Complex located on the Capricorn Highway east of Emerald.
We are excited to announce that we will be proudly offering a great line up of 56 Brangus Bulls
this year, comprising of 51 Registered Bulls and 5 Herd Bulls. Including two bulls rising
three-year-old and the remaining 54 bulls are all rising two-year-old, each will be sold as
individual lots and our bulls will be exclusively offered for sale here this year at this event.
Our bull selection criteria focuses on fertility, structural soundness and temperament for great
all-round sire articles that are adaptable and ready to work in any environment. We aim to
provide functional bulls suitable to enhance and improve herds by concentrating on producing
quality cattle with quality beef features consistent with good bone, length, depth, and muscle.
Our line of bulls this year average 22 months of age with our youngest bull being 19 months
and our eldest 24 months with the exception of the two older bulls that are rising
three-year-old, these are 33 and 35 months of age.
We are very pleased with our fantastic selection of bulls this year and you will have peace of
mind knowing that all our bulls have been fully vaccinated with 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Lepto,
Botulism, 3 Day Sickness, Vibrio, Pesti, all our bulls have been pre-treated for tick clearance if
required and have been semen tested (crush-side and morphology) and examined for
structural and physical soundness by a veterinarian and full scan data and weights will be
available in the week leading up to the sale.
There is a lot of potential in these bulls and we anticipate they will be a great asset and
compliment to any herd. All our bulls have had additional DNA testing completed in
accordance with the Australian Brangus Cattle Association - ABCA Bundle which includes
GGP50K Test - Sire/Parent Verification, Poll/Horn, Coat Colour and Tenderness Traits, further
testing completed with regards to Pesti Virus upon which all our bulls returned negative
results. We are proud to maintain a highly predominant polled herd here at Forest Hills with
very minimal scurs and definitely no horned cattle.
We have carefully catalogued a varied selection of bulls for your consideration this year, from
our extremely sleek coated and high Brahman content bulls, right through to ones with longer
haired coats showing higher Angus content and everything in between in an attempt to please
many varying markets and requirements of our buyers.
Naturally, we continue to strive for excellence and improvements within our stud and also
pride ourselves on relationships built with customers and appreciate the confidence they have
in us and our cattle and we look forward to continuing and enhancing these improvements and
relationships well into the future.
Thank you for your interest and support, we greatly appreciate the effort taken to travel to our
sale and we look forward to seeing many new and old friends. A kind invitation is extended
to join us and we sincerely hope to see you on Tuesday, 29th September 2020 at 10:30am for
our Forest Hills Brangus Sale 2020 at Emerald. Inspections welcome on sale day from 7am or
at our Bull Walk the afternoon before from 4pm-6pm or any other time.

Michael & Kellie Silvester
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10:30am Tuesday 29th September
AgGrow Selling Complex, Emerald
All bulls have been fully vaccinated,
treated and tested:
Pesti
7 in 1
Lepto
Vibrio
Botulism
3 Germ Blood
3 Day Sickness
Pre Treated for Tick Clearance
Semen Tested (Crushside & Morphology)
Breedplan Figures will be available on sale day
Full Scan Data will be available (Weights, Scrotal, Rib, Rump, EMA & IMF)
DNA Tested (Sire/Parent Verification, Poll/Horn, Coat Colour & Tenderness)
Registered with ABCA (Australian Brangus Cattle Association)
Pestivirus Tested (All Bulls returned Negative Results)
WAYNE YORK
0458 823 931
BROCK PALMER
0458 800 047
brock@elccl.com.au

J-BAS
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51 Registered Bulls • 5 Herd Bulls

Michael & Kellie Silvester

07 4982 0014 • 0419 790 603 (Kellie) • 0408 799 125 (Michael)
admin@foresthillsbrangus.com.au
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
www.foresthillbrangus.com.au

The Last Year at Forest Hills...

Firstly, we would like to thank everybody who attended our initial Forest Hills Brangus Sale last year,
we were truly overwhelmed and humbled by the wonderful support that we were generously given for
our first sale and we are very grateful and appreciative for a successful sale. It was a very special,
rewarding and pleasing day for us and it certainly made all the hard work and sacrifices worthwhile.

Well, the last twelve months has definitely been a whirlwind of challenges for us with too many long,
hot and exhausting days, as we entered our toughest season that we’ve ever experienced here on
Forest Hills, shortly after our sale. One, which we hope we never have to endure again, although this
season is not shaping up to be much better at the moment but hopefully some early rain comes
through soon to make it a little better for us all.
On a more positive note, it was endearing to see our Brangus cattle survive through such harsh and
dry conditions with progeny at foot which has truly been maternal excellence. The adaptability that
we have witnessed in our Brangus cattle cannot be overstated and certainly continue to amaze us and
consistently exceed our expectations. They can unquestionably survive and thrive in any environment
with minimal maintenance.
Michael has been incredibly busy this year with his Cattle Buying & Consulting Business (Silvester
Livestock Services Pty Ltd), buying more cattle than ever before. With our incredible Australian Beef
Industry breaking many records throughout the year and constant increased cattle yarding’s and prices
to match, it certainly portrays exciting times in the cattle industry at present. Another pleasing part of
Michael’s business has been readily witnessing Brangus animals throughout various selling complexes
and regions that are highly marketable and preferred, often commanding and setting premium
markets and prices due to their adaptability, consistency and the predictability of black cattle. This
demand has been a clear indication that black cattle have proven themselves to be a desired, profitable
and valued breed and clearly very marketable in many areas throughout Australia.
No doubt, we have all seen or experienced some record prices for cattle this year and to some degree,
a future of very unknown and unchartered territory relating to our cattle prices. Fortunately, we have
been able to capitalise on some of these increased cattle prices this year with our commercial
operation, which was a great reward after the prolonged drought and relentless costs and workload
associated with it.
Regrettably, Kel has had some health struggles throughout this past year, yet she continues on with
her positive attitude and is slowly getting through all the challenges and is adoring returning to work
outside again, especially with her cattle. Undesirably, she was restricted to light-duties which is not a
familiar term or habit for her and one she struggled greatly with. Although she focused on teaching
Heidi and designing multiple new projects and improvements for Forest Hills which, we’re looking
forward to completing over the next twelve months. During this time, she also resigned from the
Board of the Australian Brangus Cattle Association as Vice President and Zone 1 Director, after she was
honoured to have served for two years until her recent resignation in October last year, to focus on her
health.
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Personally, this year we continue to teach and involve our children about the responsibilities that come
with raising cattle and the requirements and demands of living and operating our property, especially
through a difficult season. We are extremely proud of the young people they are becoming,
particularly the workload that they diligently help us with and we look forward to sharing our
wonderful life journey with them and watching them continue to grow.
Jayden (13 years) returned to Boarding School at Rocky Grammar School to commence year 8, upon
which he returned home shortly after due to our Worldwide Covid-19 Pandemic. Secretly, we all
thoroughly enjoyed our family time together again and certainly appreciated the extra help of a very
helpful young man around here. We were able to complete multiple new fencing projects and steel
coolers, all finished with troughs and watering systems. Mustering is getting much easier with all the
amazing fencing, laneways and gates that we don’t have to carry or drag anymore, we wish he was
able to be home all the time!

Heidi (11 years) continued with Distance Education from home, year 6 and unfortunately this is her
last year at home before heading off to Boarding at Rocky Grammar School next year also. So, we
are definitely trying to make the most of our precious remaining time at home with Heidi, as it all goes
too quickly. She’s such a character and loves her netball, touch football and still has a severe love and
passion for all animals. She’s currently trying to make plans on how she can wrangle her dog, horse,
budgies and cattle into school with her next year! She continues to be a great helper and a fantastic
little ringer around here, with no task that is too difficult for her.
Naturally, we continue to complete various new improvements to Forest Hills with more paddocks
being cleared and stick-raked, more new fencing and laneways implemented, extra articulated
watering systems completed with solar pumps and many more plans for the coming months ahead.
Moving forward with our cattle, we plan to continue to maintain our commercial operation and
hopefully continue to increase our brangus stud at Forest Hills. We are very committed and focused
on breeding and raising brangus cattle that will be successful in many environments from, stud and
commercial paddocks, feedlots, saleyards through to carcase competitions, the showring and
eventually on many dining plates around the world. We aspire to demonstrate, complement and
enhance the many successful traits of our Brangus Breed. Particularly concentrating on fertility,
adaptability, femininity and longevity of our females.
We have devoted a lot of time and energy into producing strong and adaptable Brangus cattle to date
and now we are beginning to enjoy watching our seedstock come through with a commendable
amount of genetic breeding consisting of great bone, length, depth and masculinity yet still
maintaining softness in our cattle. We are constantly looking to expand the geographical presence of
Brangus cattle across the country to market our great breed. Therefore, we are very confident that
our Brangus Bulls will meet the genetic needs and requirements of many commercial or stud breeders,
regardless of their future climate and environmental conditions.
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So once again, we would like to sincerely welcome you to our sale, and we hope that you can make
confident selections with our Forest Hills Brangus Bulls. We are pleased to showcase our powerful
genetics which are backed by some great pedigrees, performance data and the most current DNA
technology, which presents buyers with greater information and confidence in their overall breeding
values.
We have been very fortunate to have so many wonderful and positive influences in our lives and we
would like to thank our Family, Friends and extended Brangus Family who continue to support us and
our business endeavours. We would also like to acknowledge and express our sincere appreciation
and gratitude to the many businesses that have supported us throughout the year.
We would also like to respectfully pay tribute to our extended Police
Colleagues and Families, as our Bull Sale falls on Police Remembrance
Day this year, which is a special day for Kel, who served fourteen years
as a sworn officer for the Queensland Police Service. Sadly, during this
time, she lost some good colleagues and friends; men and women who
faithfully served the QPS and are now truly missed. National Police
Remembrance Day not only honours those who have lost their lives in
the line of duty but also recognises the commitment, dedication and
bravery of all past, present and future police officers.
It also
acknowledges their families, partners, friends and colleagues, who have
also sacrificed and lost so much when their loved ones never returned
home from work.
Lastly, thank you for your interest and for taking the time to review our annual Forest Hills Brangus
Bull Sale catalogue and cattle. We are very proud and passionate about our cattle, property, livestock
industry and we genuinely appreciate your support and effort in attending our sale and we look
forward to catching up after the sale over lunch and drinks. If we can provide any additional
information regarding sale lots or be of any further assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact us or
stay connected www.foresthillsbrangus.com.au

Michael & Kellie Silvester
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Forest Hills
BRANGUS

Location Information

ACCOMODATION:
Emerald has numerous accommodation options.
The agent will be happy to assist with
accommodation and transport requirements for
visitors if required.

AG-GROW SELLING COMPLEX:
The Ag-Grow Selling Complex is located just 5km
from the centre of town; and 7km from the
Emerald Airport.

Helicopter landing is available at the Ag-Grow
Selling Complex at:
CAR HIRE:
23°32'38.39"S
All major hire car companies are available at the 148°12'26.18"E
Emerald Airport. We recommend you book
FOREST HILLS BRANGUS:
vehicles in advance.
Forest Hills is located 65km from Emerald on the
Forest Hills Road via Wyuna Road. Pre-sale
EMERALD AIRPORT:
The Emerald airport is currently offering inspections are welcome by appointment.
restricted flight services to and from Brisbane as
a direct result of COVID-19.
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Buyer Information

INSPECTION DETAILS:
MOBILE PHONES:
All sale lots will be penned and available for Phone bidding accepted. Please register with the
inspection from 7:00am on day of sale.
selling agent prior to the sale if you wish for them
to bid on your behalf live at the sale. Mobile
There will also be a Bull Walk
phones operate very well at the AgGrow Bull
Monday 28th September
Selling Complex.
4:00-6:00pm
AgGrow Selling Complex
SUPPLEMENTARY SHEETS:
Supplementary Sheets will be available on sale
REFRESHMENTS:
day and in the week leading up to the Sale. Sale
Complimentary morning tea and lunch will be bulls have scan data supplied by certified scanning
provided and everybody is welcome to stay and technician, Lonnie Stone for Eye Muscle Area,
catch up over some drinks after the sale.
Rump and Rib Fat, Marbling (IMF%) and will also
have Sale Weight and Scrotal Size measurements.
THE SALE:
● All lots will be sold in accordance with AGENTS REBATE:
conditions of sale by auction in Queensland.
The vendors agree to a 3% rebate to outside
● Potential purchasers must register with the agents introducing approved buyers in writing 48
selling agent prior to the commencement of the hours prior to the sale with the condition they
sale.
accompany them on sale day and settle on their
● All lots are sold exclusive of GST; therefore behalf within 7 days. These conditions will be
10% GST will be added to all purchases.
strictly enforced.
● A “Buyers Instruction Slip” is provided in the
back of the catalogue. Written Transport BREEDING SOUNDNESS:
instructions must be supplied on this slip at the Forest Hills Brangus has taken great care to
conclusion of the sale.
ensure the information provided in this catalogue
● All accounts to be settled with Emerald Land is accurate. However, we take no responsibility for
and Cattle Company (Livestock) Pty Ltd.
the accuracy and/or
interpretation of the
information or any mistakes and negate any
ANIMAL HEALTH:
actions taken by any party resulting from such.
Forest Hills maintains a J-Bas 6 score.
We retain the right to use photographs and/or
All bulls have been vaccinated with 7 in 1, 3 germ information we hold on a particular animal both
blood, Lepto, Pesti, Botulism, 3 Day Sickness and now and into the future. Unauthorised copying is
Vibrio.
prohibited.
All cattle have been pre-treated for ticks and TICK CLEARANCE:
Animal Health Declarations will be provided.
All lots are raised in a tick area and have received
pre-clearance treatment. All animals will be
HEALTH AND SAFETY:
available for clearance on sale day.
Under normal circumstances our livestock are
placid and quiet. However care must be taken For clearance contact:
when inspecting the stock as crowd pressure can Central Highlands Regional Council 4982 1402;
alter their behavior. Please don’t crowd the stock or Kira McKee 0428 964 113
and ask for assistance if you would like a closer
inspection. Visitors enter the cattle pens at their QUALITY ASSURANCE:
own risk. No Children are allowed in the pens.
All Bulls have been subjected to independent
assessment for Fertility, Structural soundness and
TRANSPORT AND DELIVERY:
temperament and have been prepared for their
We take personal interest and will endeavour to working lives.
help co-ordinate efficient delivery of the bulls
where required. Trucks are welcome on sale day PRE-SALE BID CARD REGISTRATION:
and we offer freight assistance to Clermont, You can register for a bid card prior to sale day by
Charters Towers, Springsure and Gracemere if contacting the selling agent
required. Please talk to the agent, Brock Palmer
Brock Palmer
or Michael Silvester regarding these details.
Emerald Land and Cattle Company
(Livestock) Pty Ltd
0458 800 047
brock@elccl.com.au
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Registrations

FOUNDATION REGISTER:
Foundation level cattle are required to be
between 25% and 75% Bos Indicus blood with
the balance being Angus. All progeny of
enrolment level cattle with the required Bos
Indicus content will be recorded as Foundation
level.

Genetic Tests
All Forest Hills Brangus bulls have been DNA
tested for Sire/Parent Verification as well as Coat
Colour, Polledness and Tenderness.

COAT:
ED
Homozygous dominant black
ED/e Dominant black/recessive red
ED/E+ Dominant black/wildtype
REGISTERED BRANGUS:
E+/e Wildtype/recessive red
Animals whose parents are at least recorded in E+/E+ Homozygous wildtype
the Foundation level and whose Bos Indicus e/e
Homozygous recessive red
percentage falls between 25% and 75% are
eligible for the Registered level. Registered TENDERNESS:
Brangus is the highest level in the Brangus Increase in 'tenderness' is associated with
Herdbook.
favourable alleles seen within the selected
marker panel. In this report, the combined
GENERATION NUMBER:
genotype results have been scored between 1 to
Registered Brangus and Advanced Foundation 10, where 10 has the most favourable number of
level Brangus have their number of fully alleles present.
registered generations recorded. The Registered
progeny of a Foundation animal will be recorded POLL:
as Zero Generation. Subsequent progeny by When tested through SNP based genetic testing,
Registered or Advanced Foundation level will be the result will be reported as seen below:
One Generation.
Registered Brangus cannot be bred from any
other breed than Brahman and Angus. Only
animals of the same register level and above can
be used to advance the registration status of their
progeny.
INTERPRETING BRANGUS
IDENTIFICATION:
Brangus cattle when recorded with the ABCA are
given a constructed identification, which
indicates
Year Born
Breeder

Registration
Level
Private Herd
Number

Result
PcPc

The next alpha character is the registration level:
• Commercial = C
• Enrolment = E
• Foundation = F
• Registered = R
The last alpha numeric characters are the
breeders identification in their herd (e.g. 256)

Animal's Appearance

Predominantly Polled
Homozygous Poll (PP)
(occasional scurs)

PcPf
PfPf

Heterozygous Poll Predominantly Polled
(PH)
(occasional scurs)

HPc
HPf

Horned (HH)

HH

Horned

Mating outcomes are depicted below:
P

P

P

PP

PP

P

PP

PP

P

P

P

PP

PP

H

PH

PH

P

P

H

PH

PH

H

PH

PH

P

PP

H

PH

XXX 04 R 256
The first three alpha numeric digits are the
Breeder Ident which is unique to each herd (e.g.
XXX) The next two numeric digits are the year
drop (e.g. 04)

Interpretation

P

PP x PP
100% progeny will be Homozygous Poll

PP x PH
50% chance progeny will be Homozygous Poll
50% chance progeny will be Heterozygous Poll

PP x HH
100% progeny will be Heterozygous Poll

PH x PH
25% chance progeny will be Homozygous Poll
50% chance progeny will be Heterozygous Poll
HH 25% chance progeny will be Horned
H

PH

Note: Pc and Pf are interchangeable for 'P' in the graphic above.
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EBV’s Expained
GL: Gestation Length (days) is an estimate of
the time from conception to the birth of the calf and
is based on AI records. Lower (negative) GL EBVs
indicate shorter gestation length and therefore
easier calving and increased growth after birth.

BW: Birth Weight EBV (kg) is based on the
measured birth weight of progeny, adjusted for dam
age. The lower the value the lighter the calf at birth
and the lower the likelihood of a difficult birth. This
is particularly important when selecting sires for use
over heifers.
200D: 200 Day Growth EBV (kg) is calculated
from the weight of progeny taken between 80 and
300 days of age. Values are adjusted to 200 days
and for age of dam. This EBV is the best single
estimate of an animal's genetic merit for growth to
early ages.
400D: 400-Day Weight EBV (kg) is calculated
from the weight of progeny taken between 301 and
500 days of age, adjusted to 400 days and for age
of dam. This EBV is the best single estimate of an
animal's genetic merit for yearling weight.
600D: 600-Day Weight EBV (kg) is calculated
from the weight of progeny taken between 501 and
900 days of age, adjusted to 600 days and for age
of dam. This EBV is the best single estimate of an
animal's genetic merit for growth beyond yearling
age.
MCWT: Mature Cow Weight EBV (kg) is based
on the cow weight when the calf is weighed for
weaning, adjusted to 5 years of age. This EBV is an
estimate of the genetic difference in cow weight at 5
years of age and is an indicator of growth at later
ages and potential feed maintenance requirements
of the females in the breeding herd. Smaller, or
more moderate EBVs are generally more favourable.
The Mature Cow Weight EBV may also be used by
steer breeders wishing to grow animals out to a
larger weight.
MILK: Milk EBV (kg) is an estimate of an animal's
milking ability. For sires, this EBV indicates the effect
of the daughter's milking ability, inherited from the
sire, on the 200 and 400 day weights of her calves.
For dams, it indicates her own milking ability.
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SS: Scrotal Size EBV (cm) is calculated from the
circumference of the scrotum, measured in
centimetres and adjusted to 400 days of age. This
EBV is an estimate of a sire's genetic merit for scrotal
size and is positively correlated to age of puberty in
female progeny.
CWT: Carcase Weight EBV (kg) is based on
abattoir carcase records and is an indicator of the
genetic differences in carcase weight at the standard
age of 650 days.
EMA: Eye Muscle Area EBV (sq. cm) is calculated
from measurements from live animal ultrasound
scans and from abattoir carcase data, adjusted to a
standard 300 kg carcase. This EBV estimates genetic
differences in eye muscle area at the 12/13th rib site
of a 300kg dressed carcase. More positive EBVs
indicate better muscling on animals. Sires with
relatively higher EMA EBVs are expected to produce
better muscled and higher percentage yielding
progeny at the same carcase weight than will sires
with lower EMA EBVs.
Rib Fat and Rump Fat EBVs (mm) are calculated
from measurements of subcutaneous fat depth at the
12/13 rib site and the P8 rump site (from live animal
ultrasound scans and from abattoir carcases) and are
adjusted to a standard 300kg carcase. These EBVs
are indicators of the genetic differences in fat
distribution on a standard 300kg carcase. Sires with
low, or negative, fat EBVs are expected to produce
leaner progeny at any particular carcase weight than
will sires with higher EBVs.
RBY: Retail Beef Yield EBV (%) indicates genetic
differences between animals for retail yield
percentage in a standard 300kg carcase. Sires with
larger EBVs are expected to produce progeny with
higher yielding carcases.
IMF: Intramuscular Fat EBV (%) is an estimate
of the genetic difference in the percentage of
intramuscular fat at the 12/13th rib site in a 300kg
carcase. Depending on market targets, larger more
positive values are generally more favourable.

Breed Values

Brangus BREEDPLAN Percentile Bands for 2018 Born Calves
BIRTH
GL

Top Value

BW

GROWTH
200D 400D 600D MCWT MILK

-4.6 -5.6 +32 +62 +69

CARCASE

FERTILITY

+75

+5

SS

+3.1

CW

EMA

RIB

RUMP

INDEXES
RBY

IMF

+36 +4.1 +4.0 +4.7 +2.0 +1.1

Export Domestic
($)
($)

+55

+56

Top 1%

-3.0 -2.9 +26 +49 +55

+56

+4

+2.4

+27 +3.0 +1.9 +2.4 +1.5 +0.8

+42

+44

Top 5%

-2.0 -1.9 +23 +42 +47

+46

+2

+1.8

+24 +2.4 +1.2 +1.5 +1.1 +0.6

+36

+38

Top 10%

-1.7 -1.5 +20 +37 +41

+39

+1

+1.6

+21 +2.0 +0.9 +1.2 +0.9 +0.5

+33

+35

Top 15%

-1.5 -1.2 +18 +34 +38

+34

+0

+1.4

+19 +1.9 +0.8 +0.9 +0.8 +0.4

+30

+32

Top 20%

-1.3 -1.1 +17 +31 +34

+31

+0

+1.2

+18 +1.7 +0.7 +0.8 +0.6 +0.4

+28

+29

Top 25%

-1.2 -0.9 +15 +28 +31

+28

+0

+1.1

+16 +1.6 +0.6 +0.7 +0.6 +0.4

+26

+28

Top 30%

-1.1 -0.8 +14 +26 +28

+25

-1

+1.0

+15 +1.4 +0.5 +0.6 +0.5 +0.3

+24

+26

Top 35%

-1.0 -0.7 +13 +24 +26

+22

-1

+0.9

+14 +1.3 +0.5 +0.5 +0.4 +0.3

+22

+25

Top 40%

-1.0 -0.6 +12 +22 +24

+20

-1

+0.7

+13 +1.2 +0.4 +0.4 +0.3 +0.3

+21

+23

Top 45%

-0.9 -0.5 +11 +21 +22

+18

-2

+0.6

+12 +1.1 +0.3 +0.4 +0.3 +0.3

+19

+22

Top 50%

-0.8 -0.3 +10 +19 +20

+16

-2

+0.5

+11 +1.1 +0.3 +0.3 +0.2 +0.2

+18

+20

Top 55%

-0.8 -0.2

+9 +18 +19

+14

-2

+0.4

+10 +1.0 +0.2 +0.2 +0.2 +0.2

+17

+19

Top 60%

-0.7 +0.0

+8 +17 +17

+12

-2

+0.3

+10 +0.9 +0.1 +0.1 +0.1 +0.2

+16

+18

Top 65%

-0.6 +0.2

+8 +15 +16

+11

-3

+0.2

+9 +0.8 +0.1 +0.1 +0.1 +0.2

+15

+17

Top 70%

-0.5 +0.3

+7 +14 +14

+9

-3

+0.1

+8 +0.8 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.1

+14

+16

Top 75%

-0.4 +0.5

+6 +13 +13

+7

-3

+0.0

+8 +0.7 -0.1

-0.2 +0.0 +0.1

+13

+14

Top 80%

-0.3 +0.7

+5 +12 +11

+5

-4

+0.0

+7 +0.6 -0.2

-0.3 -0.1 +0.1

+11

+13

Top 85%

-0.3 +1.0

+4 +10

+9

+4

-4

-0.1

+6 +0.4 -0.3

-0.4 -0.1 +0.0

+10

+12

Top 90%

-0.1 +1.3

+3

+8

+7

+1

-5

-0.3

+5 +0.3 -0.5

-0.6 -0.2 -0.1

+9

+11

Top 95%

+0.1 +1.7

+1

+5

+4

-3

-6

-0.5

+3 +0.0 -0.8

-1.1 -0.4 -0.2

+6

+8

Top 99%

+0.7 +2.8

-2

-1

-2

-11

-8

-1.2

+0 -0.6 -1.5

-1.8 -0.7 -0.5

+1

+4

Low Value +2.7 +7.3

-8

-10

-10

-30

-11

-2.9

-3 -1.5 -2.8

-3.4 -1.8 -0.8

-7

-6

NO BULL
for all your tyre service needs.

73 MacAuley Road, Emerald 4720
admin@emeraldtyre.com.au

Specialising in big to small with equipment to
handle all your requirements.
On Site or On Farm
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Reference Sires

BINDAREE D652 DIXON (P) 8DD15RD652

$9,000 2017 ABCA National Sale, Gracemere
(RG & NA Hanson, Bindaree)

Bindaree D652 Dixon’s been a very successful purchase for us, his
progeny are all quality that are full of thickness and depth with very
clean coats. He effortlessly displays lots of meat with ample softness
that passes through to his progeny along with strong growth patterns,
exceptional temperament and polled heads.
Sire of lots 4 (Gentle Giant), 6 (Gone Bonkers), 23 (Good
Operator), 33 (Gallant), 41 (Gaining Control) and 56 (Good
Fortune)
$22,000 2014 ABCA National Sale, Gracemere
DOONSIDE 1845 (P) (AI) 30112R1845
(WR & K Geddes, Doonside)
This incredibly long and deep polled sire is one of our favourites at
Forest Hills, he is a very natural and easy doing bull that always carries
himself effortlessly. His progeny also demand attention with eye
catching sire appeal and wonderful natures. Heidi loves to ride this
bull, nicknamed ‘Billy’ at any opportunity she gets out in the paddock
and he equally loves the attention.
Sire of lots 8 (Galiano), 27 (Galactic Power), 34 (Go Big) and
45 (Gun Ho)

FOREST HILLS DOLLARS (P) MK 15F588

Vendor Bred
(MJA & KM Silvester, Forest Hills)

Forest Hills Dollars is a powerful and strong upstanding bull that
portrays a very deep body and is full of muscle with the extra length
that we all strive to achieve. He’s complemented by a beautifully broad
sirey head and a lovely temperament to match.
Sire of lots 3 (Genuine Risk), 7 (Gadget), 13 (Glory Days), 15
(Ghost Rider), 16 (Garth), 24 (Gratification), 28 (Gentleman)
and 37 (Gullable)

FOREST HILLS EDGE OF DARKNESS (P) MK 16R822

Vendor Bred
(MJA & KM Silvester, Forest Hills)

Edge of Darkness is an outstanding quiet bull that has always been full
of softness yet is deep, long and full of muscle showcasing a lovely
pedigree. This bull went around the show circuit before being sold
locally.
Sire of lot 54 (Genuine)

FOREST HILLS EQUALISER (P) MK 16R830

Vendor Bred
(MJA & KM Silvester, Forest Hills)

Equaliser is a very special bull in our family, a very free moving bull that
has a very kind and gentle nature accompanied with extra strength,
good bone and structural soundness. He was always an absolute
pleasure to be around and has always showed plenty of potential and
his calves are very soft and easily detectable with their soft coats.
Sire of lots 11 (Go Hard or Go Home), 12 (Gatsby), 19
(Giddy-Up), 20 (Gear Changer), 22 (Go for Gold), 25 (Game
On), 26 (George), 32 (Graduate), 36 (Gilbert), 48 (Gamblin
Guru) and 49 (Gruff N Tuff)
11

Reference Sires
LUNAR KANYE (P) BBC14R1246

$24,000 2016 ABCA National Sale, Gracemere
(Comiskey/Couper, Lunar)

Kanye was recognised and purchased as a powerful beef bull with
exceptional bone, structure and stance. When we placed him over our
strong female herd; we’ve been able to produce progeny that are thick
and soft with plenty of eye appeal.
Sire of lots 1 (Flash for Cash), 2 (Fortune) and 29 (Gifted)

$7,500 2015 ABCA National Sale, Gracemere
(A & E Dodson, Southwell)
Hercules is an athletic and powerful bull that has been used in our herd
for the past few years producing robust progeny with plenty of capactiy
and strength. He was purchased as an impressive growthy young bull
with a clean coat and tidy underline.

SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P) STH13R263

Sire of lots 5 (Governor), 10 (Geronimo), 18 (Gameboy), and
35 (Gain A Lot)

TRIPLE B J410 (P) BBB13RJ410

Used Bull

J410 was a higher Angus content, used bull that we utilised
temporarily, he is recorded as almost 60% Angus. His progeny would
suit anybody looking for a bull with an increased Angus content.
Sire of lots 30 (Gravity), 31 (Guru), 42 (Grandee), 44 (Get It
Done), 46 (General), 50 (Gunpowder), 51 (Grazer), 52
(Gizmo), 53 (Grindstone) and 55 (Gucci)

$10,000 2015 ABCA National Sale, Roma
(W & R Bulmer, Weona)
Calypso has matured into a real beef bull with great constitution and
has placed his stamp on our stud producing very good quality stud
bulls and females. All his progeny have plenty of finishing ability and
natural Brangus breed traits and characteristics.

WEONA CALYPSO (P) (AI) (ET) WEO12R3137

Sire of lots 9 (Guns Blazing), 14 (Groover), 17 (Garfunkel), 38
(Give & Take), 39 (Gunner), 40 (Grease Lightning) and 47
(Gotta Rock It)

WEONA ECHO (P) WEO14R3388

$13,000 2017 ABCA National Sale, Roma
(W & R Bulmer, Weona)

Echo is a very strong and upstanding sire with a lovely nature and very
easy doing ability. He carries a deep and strong hind-quarter with even
muscle distribution, yet is still a very free moving bull with a broad
polled sirey head.
Sire of lots 21 (Gladiator) and 43 (Grande)
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Lot 1

Registered

IDENT: MK 17R1061
24/12/2017
DOB:
33
AGE:
48
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Scurs
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 85%

Forest Hills

FLASH FOR CASH 1061 (P)

CHARLEVUE BARMAN (P)
LUNAR KANSAS (P)
LUNAR 182 (P)
Sire: LUNAR KANYE (P)
BELVIEW TRENDMAKER (P)
LUNAR 506 (P)
LUNAR 166 (P)
FOREST HILLS FLASH FOR CASH 1061 (P)
CHARLEVUE BARMAN (P)
LUNAR KENO (P)
GREENDALE RHODANNA (P)
Dam: BINDAREE BRONTE B406 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE 031 (P)
BINDAREE 0528 (P)

An amazing bull package here that will be an excellent addition to any herd and is worth
inspecting. He has great eye appeal with his sleek coat, yet is exceptionally thick, long
and deep with a beautiful broad sirey head. This bull has been lightly used in our herd
and semen has been collected for in herd use.
13

Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

FORTUNE 1065 (P)

CHARLEVUE BARMAN (P)
LUNAR KANSAS (P)
LUNAR 182 (P)
Sire: LUNAR KANYE (P)
BELVIEW TRENDMAKER (P)
LUNAR 506 (P)
LUNAR 166 (P)
FOREST HILLS FORTUNE 1065 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS COWGIRL 515 (P)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
BINDAREE ALLINA (P)
BINDAREE 0686 (P)

Lot 2

Registered

IDENT: MK 17R1065
DOB:
2/10/2017
AGE:
35
%BI:
49
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/e
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 1
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 82%

This is a very impressive sleek coated bull that demands presence and has grown out well.
He portrays great sire characteristics with lots of length, depth, balance and muscle
expansion. He will definitely be a valuable asset to any herd. Lightly used in our herd.
Purchaser:

$
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DNA sampling

with tissue sampling units (TSU)

Fast, high performance sample collection
Clean, uncontaminated sampling
Minimise retesting
Sample integrity

Contact our customer service team on
1300 138 247 | www.allflex.com.au
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Forest Hills

GENUINE RISK 1431 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GENUINE RISK 1431 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE 095 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0705 (P)
BINDAREE 0268 (P)

Lot 3

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1431
DOB:
4/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
52
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

An impressive sire with plenty of style and substance about him. Exudes softness with
great muscle and body capacity. He is sure to add finishing ability to his progeny without
sacrificing weight gain.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 4

17

www.foresthillsbrangus.com.au

Forest Hills

GENTLE GIANT 1354 (P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GENTLE GIANT 1354 (P)
B/R NEW FRONTIER 095 USA095 (S)
TELPARA HILLS YOSEMITE (S)(AI)(ET)
FBC F LADY OLGA MANSO 168F (S)
Dam: KAJARABIE F220 (P)
GREENDALE Z181 (P)
KAJARABIE 797 (P)
KAJARABIE 379 (P)

Lot 4

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1354
DOB:
8/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
50
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
1
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 4
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 44%

A lovely thick and powerful polled bull with a tremendous amount of thickness, bone,
length and displays great sire character too. He would be a worthy investment and a very
commendable sire to add to your herd.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 5

Commercial - Herd

IDENT: MK 18C1410
27/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
53
%BI:
COLOUR: Black/White
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 82%

Forest Hills

GOVERNOR 1410 (COM)(P)

BURTINS TRANSFORMER 803G3 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3087-03 (P)
Sire: SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE URBAN (P)(ET)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
GREENDALE KILDARA (P)
FOREST HILLS GOVERNOR 1410 (COM)(P)
DOONSIDE WITCHDOCTOR (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
DOONSIDE BB4009-05 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE ALLINA (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0686 (P)
BINDAREE 0416 (P)

A strong and free moving sire that portrays a lovely sleek yet soft and loose coat, while
maintaining good length and depth, complemented with a beautifully strong head and
hooded eye. If you're looking for a high Brahman content sire this year, make sure you
check this one out as he will be hard to go past.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GONE BONKERS 1308 (COM)(P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GONE BONKERS 1308 (COM)(P)
DOONSIDE 570 (P)(AI)
CHARLEVUE ZEPPELIN (P)
CHARLEVUE KIMBERLY (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F152 (S)
GREENDALE URCHIN (P)
KAJARABIE 700 (P)
KAJARABIE 257 (P)

Lot 6

Commercial - Herd

IDENT: MK 18C1308
DOB:
26/09/2018
AGE:
24
%BI:
50
COLOUR: Black/White
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 86%

This herd bull has a great combination of softness and performance, he is a thick
muscular bull with good mobility and body capacity. A bull with lots of meat quality and
doing ability here, right where the markets like them to be.
Purchaser:

$
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2020 Springing Maiden Heifers, sisters to our 2020 Sale Bulls

Lot 7

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1434
12/12/2018
DOB:
21
AGE:
55
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
1
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 67%

Forest Hills

GADGET 1434 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GADGET 1434 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE AMBERLEE (P)
IDAHO LANDMARK 153 (H)
BINDAREE 0623 (P)
BINDAREE ANGELLIQUE (P)

A powerful and strong upstanding bull that portrays a very deep body and full of bone and
muscle with a lovely broad head. A smooth shouldered bull with plenty of stretch and a
great disposition.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GALLIANO 1351 (P)

LINEMAN OF BRINKS 881A7 (S)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W (S)
Sire: DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
LANCEFIELD MORETON 1766 (P)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3177-03 (P)
FOREST HILLS GALLIANO 1351 (P)
KAJARABIE 542 (P)(AI)(ET)
KAJARABIE 832 (P)
KAJARABIE 532 (P)(AI)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE E104 (P)
TRIPLE B Z134 (P)
KAJARABIE 762 (P)
KAJARABIE 205 (S)

Lot 8

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1351
DOB:
11/11/2018
AGE:
22
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/E+
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 4
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 88%

An impressive growthy sire with great eye appeal. A real meat machine showcasing good
depth, incredible thickness, bone and capacity for his age, he's keen and ready to work.
If you haven't secured your bull yet, this bull won't let you down.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 9

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1401
24/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
53
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
0
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 71%

Forest Hills

GUNS BLAZING 1401 (P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GUNS BLAZING 1401 (P)
HOFF LIMITED EDITION S C 594 (S)
BANQUET CLAYTON C158 (P)(AI)(ET)
BANQUET QUIET Y091 (P)(AI)
Dam: FOREST HILLS AMINYA 167 (P)
TRIPLE B Z134 (P)
BRAHMAN COW (S)
KAJARABIE 205 (S)

A stout, eye appealing bull that will suit many breeders with his easy finishing ability and
sleek supple coat. A lovely all-rounder type of Brangus bull that should perform very well.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GERONIMO 1413 (P)

BURTINS TRANSFORMER 803G3 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3087-03 (P)
Sire: SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE URBAN (P)(ET)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
GREENDALE KILDARA (P)
FOREST HILLS GERONIMO 1413 (P)
GLENOYRA ACE (P)
KURABY 788 (P)
KURABY PHAMIE 524C (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DIYIKI 773 (P)
GREENDALE Z375 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE 923 (P)
KAJARABIE 503 (P)

Lot 10

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1413
DOB:
2/11/2018
AGE:
22
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/E+
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 97%

A striking and powerful bull that is a ball of muscle, he proudly displays a tremendous
amount of thickness across his top right down to his hindquarter. A real performance bull
that should meet and exceed your expectations throughout various markets.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GO HARD OR GO HOME 1311 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GO HARD OR GO HOME 1311 (P)
GREENDALE OSCAR (P)
GREENDALE URCHIN (P)
GREENDALE NEEDFUL (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE 933 (P)
GREENDALE UDL (P)(ET)
KAJARABIE 532 (P)(AI)(ET)
GREENDALE U386 (P)(ET)

Lot 11

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1311
DOB:
8/11/2018
AGE:
22
%BI:
44
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 9
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

This eye-catching bull displays muscle, softness and thickness at a young age and will add
plenty of strength, bone and softness to any herd. Presentation is exceptional with a very
tidy underline and well developed testicles to match.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 12

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1323
14/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
48
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/E+
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 7
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 60%

Forest Hills

GATSBY 1323 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GATSBY 1323 (P)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EXODI 871 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
FOREST HILLS COWGIRL 515 (P)
BINDAREE ALLINA (P)

An attractive and admirable bull that will strengthen your breeding program as he
presents great breed characteristics with plenty of capacity, strength, softness and
masculinity. A very well balanced bull with great testicular development.
Purchaser:

Lot 13

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1437
31/12/2018
DOB:
20
AGE:
51
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 53%

$

Forest Hills

GLORY DAYS 1437 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GLORY DAYS 1437 (P)
MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DIAMONDS 536 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE ADALIA (P)
BINDAREE 0737 (P)

Another good sire opportunity here with this talented bull that carries his weight easily
and has a long and athletic appearance yet still shows plenty of depth and softness with
a good coverage. He stands well and has an admirable clean and sleek coat.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GROOVER 1299 (S)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GROOVER 1299 (S)
ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DESADE 764 (P)
KAJARABIE 542 (P)(AI)(ET)
KAJARABIE E018 (P)
KAJARABIE 645 (P)

Lot 14

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1299
DOB:
17/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Scurs
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
4
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 4
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 76%

This bull has an ideal balance of growth, muscle and huge depthness and finishing ability.
He's showing the right balance of carcass attributes and magnificent growth for age that
will give you plenty of market options with his progeny.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 15

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1438
5/12/2018
DOB:
21
AGE:
53
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 7
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 83%

Forest Hills

GHOST RIDER 1438 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GHOST RIDER 1438 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE B304 (S)
KAJARABIE 687 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS CHAKARA 452 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE 084 (P)
BINDAREE 0686 (P)

An impressive growthy polled bull with a very tidy underline that carries his weight with
ease. Strong topped, deep ribbed with an extremely soft coat and plenty of natural
thickness. He should be a solid performer over any females.
Purchaser:

Lot 16

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1432
25/12/2018
DOB:
21
AGE:
51
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 78%

$

Forest Hills

GARTH 1432 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GARTH 1432 (P)
VALLEY VIEW BAXTER (P)
VALLEY VIEW 585 (P)
VALLEY VIEW 286 (P)
Dam: BONOX B772 (P)
GLENWOOD 192 (P)
BONOX B377 (P)
BONOX B239 (P)

A stout, eye appealing bull that will suit many breeders with his easy finishing ability and
sleek supple coat. An extremely well balanced bull with strong testicular development,
simply a superb all-rounder type of Brangus bull that should perform very well in any
herd.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GARFUNKEL 1382 (COM)(P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GARFUNKEL 1382 (COM)(P)
INAVALE 348 (P)
INAVALE 614 (P)
INAVALE 240 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DANJA 578 (P)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
BINDAREE ADELLE (P)
BINDAREE 0617 (P)

Lot 17

Commercial - Herd

IDENT: MK 18C1382
DOB:
19/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
56
COLOUR: Black/White
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 82%

A handsome and strong upstanding herd bull with an excellent skin type, ideal muscle
pattern and he'll mature into an impressive commercial bull with all the profitable
attributes that we like to have.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 18

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1288
10/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
57
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 3
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 81%

Forest Hills

GAMEBOY 1288 (P)

BURTINS TRANSFORMER 803G3 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3087-03 (P)
Sire: SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE URBAN (P)(ET)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
GREENDALE KILDARA (P)
FOREST HILLS GAMEBOY 1288 (P)
BENDALONG 259 (P)
PUNCHAGIN YOEMAN (P)
PUNCHAGIN MANDY 8TH (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS BRIDGET 451 (P)
GLEN HEART 753 (P)
BOOMAREE Y04 (P)
MUTDAWARRAH U14 (P)

A stylish later maturing bull that is ready to work. Reveals a moderate frame showing
plenty of potential with a clean coat and plenty of masculinity and length on display,
making this very mobile bull worth an inspection.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GIDDY-UP 1313 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GIDDY-UP 1313 (P)
KARINGAL HAMISH (P)
KARINGAL KELSO (P)
KARINGAL IZZY (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS ELIZABETH 821 (P)
TRIPLE B Z134 (P)
KAJARABIE E035 (P)
KAJARABIE 183 (P)

Lot 19

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1313
DOB:
9/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
45
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 9
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 94%

A well-proportioned bull showing plenty of potential with great breed and sire
characteristics. A strong head and good bones make this very mobile bull a complete
package to take home. This one should have a double tick beside him after you look at
how much length and depth he has about him.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GEAR CHANGER 1310 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GEAR CHANGER 1310 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EMMALYNN 868 (P)
BRANGUS BULL (P)
FOREST HILLS ALBINIA 143 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)

Lot 20

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1310
DOB:
5/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
45
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
1
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

This moderately framed bull shows huge potential with strong growth characteristics. A
very solid and stocky meat machine bull with a sought after soft coat. He shows great
body confirmation, bone and masculinity and is well worth an inspection.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 21

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1339
10/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
55
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 8
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 66%

Forest Hills

GLADIATOR 1339 (P)

TARCOOLA GENERAL (P)
GLENOYRA ECHO (P)
RIVERVIEW 470 (P)
Sire: WEONA ECHO (P)
WEONA 2074 (P)
WEONA 2816 (P)
WEONA 1356 (P)
FOREST HILLS GLADIATOR 1339 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE CELINE (P)
KAJARABIE 403 (S)
BINDAREE 0734 (P)
BINDAREE 0430 (P)

A pretty special bull package here, already demonstrating a big standout powerful
presence illuminating extra strength, bone and muscle accompanied by terrific length and
is structurally correct. Definitely won't do any harm to your future progeny.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GO FOR GOLD 1322 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GO FOR GOLD 1322 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS ENITA 936 (P)
KAJARABIE 525 (P)
KAJARABIE F174 (P)
KAJARABIE 243 (P)

Lot 22

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1322
DOB:
15/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 77%

Undeniably a very tall, long and free moving bull with a clean coat and tidy underline that
is well balanced depicting great muscle and bone density that ticks all the right boxes.
This bull is a later maturing bull and still has a lot of growing to do but he won't
disappoint.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 23

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1369
21/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
49
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 6
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 90%

Forest Hills

GOOD OPERATOR 1369 (P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GOOD OPERATOR 1369 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE 952 (S)
KAJARABIE 692 (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F218 (S)
KAJARABIE 525 (P)
KAJARABIE 890 (P)
KAJARABIE 265 (P)

A good doing type of bull that is soft, easy fleshing and displays volume well with a
moderate frame. He will handle the tough conditions and add meat quality all in one
package and his progeny should adapt to any market range.
Purchaser:

Lot 24

Commercial - Herd

IDENT: MK 18C1430
1/12/2018
DOB:
21
AGE:
48
%BI:
COLOUR: Gurr
ED/E+
COAT:
Scurs
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 7
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 77%

$

Forest Hills

GRATIFICATION 1430 (COM)(P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GRATIFICATION 1430 (COM)(P)
DOONSIDE WITCHDOCTOR (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
DOONSIDE BB4009-05 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS YANA 107 (P)
RIVERVIEW GEORGE (P)
BINDAREE 0404 (P)
BINDAREE 0127 (P)

This herd bull has a wonderful combination of softness and performance, he is a thick
muscular bull that is well balanced with good mobility and body capacity for his young
age. Definitely lots of meat quality and doing ability here, with a lot more growing to do
yet.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GAME ON 1326 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GAME ON 1326 (P)
MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS ENCHANTRESS 876 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE ADANA (P)
BINDAREE 960 (P)

Lot 25

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1326
DOB:
12/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 9
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 87%

A very versatile sire here with plenty of carcass shape and quality attributes. A really
thick, easy finishing, smooth muscled bull with great overall topline and finish. If you're
looking for a bull with great muscle traits, this is the one for you.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GEORGE 1307 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GEORGE 1307 (P)
INAVALE 348 (P)
INAVALE 614 (P)
INAVALE 240 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EXILIC 1029 (P)
LUNAR KENO (P)
BINDAREE BRONTE B406 (P)
BINDAREE 031 (P)

Lot 26

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1307
DOB:
25/09/2018
AGE:
24
%BI:
47
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 6
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 68%

A thick and powerful polled bull with tremendous natural thickness throughout and
complimented with sire character. A bull we consider would cross well with any female to
produce great thick set progeny to benefit any herd.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 27

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1450
24/11/2018
DOB:
22
AGE:
49
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 80%

Forest Hills

GALACTIC POWER 1450 (P)

LINEMAN OF BRINKS 881A7 (S)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W (S)
Sire: DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
LANCEFIELD MORETON 1766 (P)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3177-03 (P)
FOREST HILLS GALACTIC POWER 1450 (P)
THIRSTY CREEK 812 (P)
TRIPLE B Z134 (P)
TRIPLE B W2 (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F124 (P)
GREENDALE STEPHEN (P)
KAJARABIE 428 (S)
KAJARABIE 048 (P)

If your looking for softness, this bull has the fluffiest coat out of the whole team! A very
well balanced bull depicting great muscle and bone density with a huge amount of
thickness for his age, yet maintains his great softness attributes throughout with ease.
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Purchaser:

$

Muddy Boys Lot 27 (left) and Lot 4 (right)

Forest Hills

GENTLEMAN 1435 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GENTLEMAN 1435 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS YULENE 113 (P)
IDAHO LANDMARK 153 (H)
BINDAREE 0410 (P)
BINDAREE B13 (P)

Lot 28

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1435
DOB:
22/11/2018
AGE:
22
%BI:
57
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
1
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 87%

A long bodied and later maturing polled bull displaying strong muscle expression and
superior bone attributes. This is the type of bull that will give his progeny a vast range of
market options at sale time.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 29

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1298
16/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
45
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/e
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

Forest Hills

GIFTED 1298 (P)

CHARLEVUE BARMAN (P)
LUNAR KANSAS (P)
LUNAR 182 (P)
Sire: LUNAR KANYE (P)
BELVIEW TRENDMAKER (P)
LUNAR 506 (P)
LUNAR 166 (P)
FOREST HILLS GIFTED 1298 (P)
DOONSIDE 398-06 (P)(AI)
YABBA-DO FLINGER (P)
YABBA-DO CONDAMINE (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DERONA 729 (P)
ELTON UK ASTRO BOY 714 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F127 (P)
KAJARABIE 762 (P)

A very well-proportioned strong bull with plenty of shape about him featuring a great
structure with length, depth and muscle. A very soft and free moving bull that is well
worth looking at.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GRAVITY 1363 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRAVITY 1363 (P)
GREENDALE OSCAR (P)
GREENDALE URCHIN (P)
GREENDALE NEEDFUL (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE 928 (P)
GREENDALE UDL (P)(ET)
KAJARABIE 536 (P)(AI)
GREENDALE Y300 (P)

Lot 30

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1363
DOB:
18/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 80%

An outstanding bull that is full of softness yet is deep, long and full of muscle showcasing
a lovely structurally correct body. A very thick and commendable sire to add to your herd
that will be a great asset moving forward.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GURU 1507 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GURU 1507 (P)
BRIGHT SIDE OF BRINKS 789G5 (P)
KAJARABIE 542 (P)(AI)(ET)
GREENDALE U390 (P)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE 892 (P)
GREENDALE URCHIN (P)
KAJARABIE 569 (S)
KAJARABIE 216 (S)

Lot 31

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1507
DOB:
24/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
43
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

A bull with an ideal frame size that is sleek with a supple skin type, deep sided, plenty of
length and free moving. Plenty of options in the market place possibilities with the
progeny from this bull.
Purchaser:

$
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CENTRAL BIKE CENTRE EMERALD
YOUR LOCAL POLARIS DEALER
DIESEL HD EPS

$25,995*
DRIVE AWAY
PLUS

$1,000 FREE ACCESSORIES^
PLUS

4.99% PA FINANCE OVER
36-48 MONTHS T.A.P+

KG
1134

24.8 HP

1134KG
ON DEMAND TRUE VERSATRAC
ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE TURF MODE TOWING
CAPACITY
(AWD)

ENGINE BRAKING
SYSTEM &
ACTIVE DESCENT
CONTROL (ADC)

HEAVY
DUTY
FEATURES

ELECTRONIC
DONALDSON
POWER STEERING AIR FILTER

IRS WITH
27.9CM OF
TRAVEL

DUMP BOX
CAPACITY
- 435KG

1000 EPS

*
$19,995
DRIVE AWAY
PLUS

$1,000 FREE ACCESSORIES^
PLUS

4.99% PA FINANCE OVER
36-48 MONTHS T.A.P+

KG
1134

61 HP

SEAT BELT
ELECTRONIC
ON DEMAND TRUE VERSATRAC
1134KG
DUMP BOX
ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE TURF MODE TOWING CAPACITY - 453KG INTERLOCK POWER STEERING
(AWD)
CAPACITY

SEATS 3

*Offer ends 30/9/20 or while stocks last. Offer only available at participating Polaris Dealers. Not valid with any other offer. Excludes fleet clients. ^Accessories offer only
valid with the purchase of a new RANGER DIESEL HD EPS and RANGER 1000 EPS. +Finance offer is available on chattel mortgage to approved ABN holders (3+ years
ABN Registration and trading) for business purposes and subject to credit approval at DLL’s discretion. A one-off fee ($440.00 establishment fee) terms and conditions and
exclusions apply. Polaris Finance is provided by De Lage Landen Pty Limited ABN 20 101 692 040.
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Forest Hills

GRADUATE 1386 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRADUATE 1386 (P)
DOONSIDE WITCHDOCTOR (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
DOONSIDE BB4009-05 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE BRIDIE B413 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE 018 (P)
BINDAREE 0462 (P)

Lot 32

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1386
DOB:
5/11/2018
AGE:
22
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/E+
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 90%

A later maturing bull with tremendous capacity and length, very soft coated, well-muscled
and athletic bull with a smooth muscle pattern and great sense of thickness about him.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GALLANT 1373 (P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GALLANT 1373 (P)
GREENDALE UKRAINE (P)(ET)
GREENDALE A015 (P)
GREENDALE U126 (P)(AI)
Dam: KAJARABIE E063 (P)
ANGUS BULL (P)
KAJARABIE 295 (P)
BRAHMAN COW (S)

Lot 33

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1373
DOB:
1/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
46
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
1
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 4
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

A moderate framed bull that is deep sided with plenty of carcass with really soft easy
fleshing attributes. A bull that displays natural balance and softness throughout yet is
very versatile and adaptable.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 34

43

Forest Hills

GO BIG 1470 (P)

LINEMAN OF BRINKS 881A7 (S)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W (S)
Sire: DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
LANCEFIELD MORETON 1766 (P)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3177-03 (P)
FOREST HILLS GO BIG 1470 (P)
XS JOHNNY LEE 369H (S)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
GREENDALE U380 (P)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE E059 (P)
RIVERVIEW 409 (P)
KAJARABIE 647 (P)
KAJARABIE 381 (P)

Lot 34

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1470
DOB:
15/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
50
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
65%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

An outstanding young bull displaying plenty of style and potential. This is one bull to
watch, showing plenty of depth, masculinity and length with a great hindquarter complete
with great coat and structure.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 35

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1411
23/11/2018
DOB:
22
AGE:
56
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/E+
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 77%

Forest Hills

GAIN-A-LOT 1411 (P)

BURTINS TRANSFORMER 803G3 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3087-03 (P)
Sire: SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE URBAN (P)(ET)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
GREENDALE KILDARA (P)
FOREST HILLS GAIN-A-LOT 1411 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE ADALIA (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0737 (P)
BINDAREE 0429 (P)

This bull displays powerful growth for age and presents a tidy underline and great
testicular development, he is well balanced with pronounced length and depth attributes.
He's a strong and free moving bull that is ready to perform.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GILBERT 1530 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GILBERT 1530 (P)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EVA 1014 (P)
KAJARABIE 525 (P)
KAJARABIE E083 (P)
KAJARABIE 648 (P)

Lot 36

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1530
DOB:
11/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
48
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
50%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 78%

A great combination of balance and pedigree here. A really soft, easy doing bull with a
great coat, smooth muscle pattern and disposition about him, no doubt he would be an
asset to your herd.
Purchaser:

$
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2020 Weaners

Lot 37

Registered

IDENT: MK 19R1433
3/01/2019
DOB:
20
AGE:
48
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 81%

Forest Hills

GULLABLE 1433 (P)

MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS DOLLARS 588 (P)
BONOX 492 (P)
FOREST HILLS ALASKA 130 (P)
BRANGUS COW (P)
FOREST HILLS GULLABLE 1433 (P)
GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Dam: BINDAREE 138 (P)
BINDAREE 0505 (P)(AI)(ET)
BINDAREE 0786 (P)
BINDAREE 958 (P)

This is a big rangy powerful bull displaying plenty of length, width and depth. A very
heavy boned bull that will be capable of covering a lot country on good feet. He has the
potential to grow into a very large sire.
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Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GIVE & TAKE 1297 (P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GIVE & TAKE 1297 (P)
DOONSIDE 1144 TRADEMARK (P)(AI)
SOUTHWELL HERCULES (P)
GREENDALE Z392 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EVELYNN 993 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
FOREST HILLS YULENE 113 (P)
BINDAREE 0410 (P)

Lot 38

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1297
DOB:
29/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
56
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/E+
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 80%

This bull demands plenty of attention with his exceptional length, plenty of volume and
softness together with good bone and thickness. Complimented by a very tidy underline
and strong head.
Purchaser:

$
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Lot 39

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1316
18/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
50
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 83%

Forest Hills

GUNNER 1316 (P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GUNNER 1316 (P)
WEONA HUDSON (P)
RETREAT CAPTAIN (P)
BIMBADEEN Q C72 (P)
Dam: MUTDAWARRAH U03 (P)
GLEN HEART 155 (P)
MUTDAWARRAH A200 (P)
MUTDAWARRAH MISSION BELL (P)

An extremely thick, very powerful bull that is structurally correct with a very tidy underline
and great testicular development. Displaying impressive softness throughout with great
bone and muscle development for a young bull with an incredible hindquarter, plenty of
future potential here.
Purchaser:

Lot 40

Commercial - Herd

IDENT: MK 18C1474
21/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
50
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Scurs
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
4
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 75%

$

Forest Hills

GREASE LIGHTNING 1474 (COM)(P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GREASE LIGHTNING 1474 (COM)(P)
DOONSIDE WITCHDOCTOR (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE DR PEPPER (P)
DOONSIDE BB4009-05 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS CHICK 507 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0693 (P)
BINDAREE 0439 (P)

An all-rounder herd bull that ticks a lot of the boxes with he's moderate frame, soft
skinned coat, deep flank and solid top-line. An ideal frame and build to handle any tough
environment.
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Purchaser:

$

50

Lot 41

51

Forest Hills

GAINING CONTROL 1377 (P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GAINING CONTROL 1377 (P)
DOONSIDE 570 (P)(AI)
CHARLEVUE ZEPPELIN (P)
CHARLEVUE KIMBERLY (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F215 (P)
RIVERVIEW 409 (P)
KAJARABIE 648 (P)
KAJARABIE 392 (P)

Lot 41

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1377
DOB:
28/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
45
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/E+
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 7
60%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 73%

This one is a real beefy bull that's powerful from his nose to tail, showing really good
muscle and bone structure, complimented by his natural doing ability. A strong contender
to be on anyone's truck heading home.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GRANDEE 1371 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRANDEE 1371 (P)
UPPERCUT OF BRINKS 14J8 (P)
KAJARABIE 543 (P)(AI)(ET)
GREENDALE U352 (P)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE E052 (P)
GREENDALE UPMARKET (P)
KAJARABIE 511 (P)
KAJARABIE 288 (S)

Lot 42

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1371
DOB:
28/09/2018
AGE:
24
%BI:
46
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 72%

A well presented polled bull that demonstrates extra strength with great muscle and bone
attributes to compliment his structural soundness. This bull is definitely worth a closer
look.
Purchaser:

$

52

Lot 43

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1331
20/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
57
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

Forest Hills

GRANDE 1331 (P)

TARCOOLA GENERAL (P)
GLENOYRA ECHO (P)
RIVERVIEW 470 (P)
Sire: WEONA ECHO (P)
WEONA 2074 (P)
WEONA 2816 (P)
WEONA 1356 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRANDE 1331 (P)
BINDAREE DYNAMITE (P)
GLEN HEART 753 (P)
GLEN HEART 153 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS CARA 419 (P)(AI)
RETREAT CAPTAIN (P)
MUTDAWARRAH 133 (P)
MUTDAWARRAH A207 (P)

A well balanced young sire on offer here that stands on great thick bones and possesses
an outstanding sense of balance throughout with great muscle and an excellent overall
constitution.
Purchaser:

Lot 44

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1352
21/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
49
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
1
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 3
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 64%

$

Forest Hills

GET IT DONE 1352 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GET IT DONE 1352 (P)
B/R NEW FRONTIER 095 USA095 (S)
TELPARA HILLS YOSEMITE (S)(AI)(ET)
FBC F LADY OLGA MANSO 168F (S)
Dam: KAJARABIE F156 (S)
KAJARABIE 539 (P)(AI)(ET)
KAJARABIE 792 (P)
KAJARABIE 589 (S)

This is a very impressive sleek coated upstanding bull that demands presence and will
grow out well. He portrays great sire characteristics with a terrific amount of length,
depth, balance and muscle expansion about him. He would certainly be a welcome
addition to any herd.
53

Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GUN HO 1480 (P)

LINEMAN OF BRINKS 881A7 (S)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
MISS BB NEW EXACTO 784W (S)
Sire: DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
LANCEFIELD MORETON 1766 (P)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB 3177-03 (P)
FOREST HILLS GUN HO 1480 (P)
MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS CADEE 467 (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
BINDAREE 067 (P)
BINDAREE 0606 (P)

Lot 45

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1480
DOB:
12/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
53
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
80%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 60%

Another young polled bull, yet he's displaying structural correctness, thick deep body with
an easy doing nature with an excellent constitution. No doubt there is still plenty of
growth to come.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GENERAL 1368 (S)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GENERAL 1368 (S)
DOONSIDE 570 (P)(AI)
CHARLEVUE ZEPPELIN (P)
CHARLEVUE KIMBERLY (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE 733 (S)
ANGUS BULL (P)
KAJARABIE 174 (S)
BRAHMAN COW (S)

Lot 46

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1368
DOB:
18/09/2018
AGE:
24
%BI:
49
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Scurs
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
1
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 6
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 64%

A tidy polled bull with capacity, depth and certainly showing great bone and good muscle
patterns with a deep flank. A long and well fleshed bull showing lots of potential for the
future.
Purchaser:

$

54

Lot 47

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1317
11/10/2018
DOB:
23
AGE:
54
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/E+
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
3
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 7
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 82%

Forest Hills

GOTTA ROCK IT 1317 (P)

WEONA 908 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA 846 (P)
Sire: WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
RIVERVIEW IMPRESS (P)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
WEONA 1043 (P)
FOREST HILLS GOTTA ROCK IT 1317 (P)
TRANSFORMER OF BRINKS (P)
DOONSIDE 1845 (P)(AI)
DOONSIDE BB4031-05 (P)(AI)
Dam: FOREST HILLS DESTINEE 556 (P)
KAJARABIE B304 (S)
BINDAREE 135 (P)
BINDAREE 0721 (P)

An impressive bull with plenty of carcass shape that's built to handle the tough going and
is ideal for a range of domestic markets. He's a moderate framed bull, free moving with
plenty of substance and natural thickness.
Purchaser:

Lot 48

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1385
2/11/2018
DOB:
22
AGE:
48
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

$

Forest Hills

GAMBLIN GURU 1385 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GAMBLIN GURU 1385 (P)
GREENDALE UK (P)(ET)
GREENDALE Z181 (P)
GREENDALE S009 (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F140 (P)
GREENDALE A015 (P)
KAJARABIE 900 (P)
KAJARABIE 465 (S)

A very soft, robust and convincing young bull with plenty of type and sophistication about
him. He is naturally quiet and will certainly add plenty of depth and softness to your herd.
Complete with a very tidy underline, don't overlook this one.
55

Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GRUFF N TUFF 1312 (P)

ELTON BT FULLY LOADED 810 (P)(AI)
ELTON TK FULL WEEKEND (P)
ELTON TK SUNDAY 858 (P)(ET)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EQUALISER 830 (P)
KAJARABIE 540 (P)(AI)
KAJARABIE F195 (P)
KAJARABIE 483 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRUFF N TUFF 1312 (P)
WEONA 1945 (P)
WEONA CALYPSO (P)(AI)(ET)
WEONA VICTORIA 2037 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS ESPERANZA 967 (P)
TRIPLE B Z134 (P)
KAJARABIE F168 (P)
KAJARABIE 347 (P)

Lot 49

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1312
DOB:
10/10/2018
AGE:
23
%BI:
46
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 9
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 89%

A beautifully polled head bull that has a lovely eye appeal to him. Lovely sense of growth
for age with great length about him and superb testicular development, ready to go out
and start working.
Purchaser:

$

56
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Lot 50

Registered

IDENT: MK 19R1514
16/01/2019
DOB:
20
AGE:
44
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: HPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 3
90%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 71%

Forest Hills

GUNPOWDER 1514 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GUNPOWDER 1514 (P)
DOONSIDE 570 (P)(AI)
CHARLEVUE ZEPPELIN (P)
CHARLEVUE KIMBERLY (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F209 (P)
GREENDALE SAMBO (P)
KAJARABIE 323 (P)
KAJARABIE 118 (P)

An extremely young, yet strong and meaty bull that will be a great asset to any herd. He
displays great length and depth with a tidy underline, strong broad head and great overall
thickness to make him a lovely package to take home.
57

Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GRAZER 1508 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRAZER 1508 (P)
DOONSIDE 570 (P)(AI)
CHARLEVUE ZEPPELIN (P)
CHARLEVUE KIMBERLY (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F203 (P)
GREENDALE THUNDER (P)
KAJARABIE 358 (P)
KAJARABIE 228 (P)

Lot 51

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1508
DOB:
25/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
44
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: HPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 74%

This upstanding polled bull displays plenty of carcase attributes with his length and depth
qualities. A well balanced young sire that still has plenty of growing to do and is keen and
ready to start working.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GIZMO 1506 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GIZMO 1506 (P)
UPPERCUT OF BRINKS 14J8 (P)
KAJARABIE 543 (P)(AI)(ET)
GREENDALE U352 (P)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE E043 (P)
GREENDALE US (P)
KAJARABIE 500 (P)
KAJARABIE 333 (P)

Lot 52

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1506
DOB:
7/12/2018
AGE:
21
%BI:
42
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
3
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 3
60%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 86%

One of our most curious natured bulls with an extremely smooth body with outstanding
doing ability, complimented with great constitution along with tremendous smoothness
and balance, finished with a great body type, tidy underline and strong testicular
development to match.
Purchaser:

$

58

Lot 53

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1516
27/09/2018
DOB:
24
AGE:
47
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
1
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 4
70%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 94%

Forest Hills

GRINDSTONE 1516 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GRINDSTONE 1516 (P)
UPPERCUT OF BRINKS 14J8 (P)
KAJARABIE 543 (P)(AI)(ET)
GREENDALE U352 (P)(ET)
Dam: KAJARABIE E008 (P)
GREENDALE US (P)
KAJARABIE 451 (P)
KAJARABIE 330 (P)

A good coated polled bull that carries plenty of thickness and depth of body about him
with a lovely top-line. Walks out well on great feet and legs, great potential here as he
continues to grow.
Purchaser:

Lot 54

Registered

IDENT: MK 19R1423
22/02/2019
DOB:
19
AGE:
49
%BI:
COLOUR: Black
ED/ED
COAT:
Polled
HORN:
P/HORN: PcPc
2
GENS:
Negative
PESTI:
TENDERNESS: 5
75%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 70%

$

Forest Hills

GENUINE 1423 (P)

KARINGAL HAMISH (P)
KARINGAL KELSO (P)
KARINGAL IZZY (P)
Sire: FOREST HILLS EDGE OF DARKNESS 822 (P)
KAJARABIE 525 (P)
KAJARABIE F185 (P)
KAJARABIE 207 (S)
FOREST HILLS GENUINE 1423 (P)
MACCABOYZ CALEB (P)
WEONA 2869 (P)
WEONA 2426 (P)
Dam: FOREST HILLS EBONY 843 (P)
YABBA-DO E11 (P)(ET)
KAJARABIE H406 (P)
KAJARABIE E090 (P)

Our youngest bull in the team at just 19 months of age yet a strong sire that really attracts
attention with a great level of volume and softness displayed for his age. Complimented
by great testicular development and a gentle nature.
59

Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GUCCI 1436 (P)

COUTI-OUTI KIRK (P)
COUTI-OUTI QUART POT (P)
COUTI-OUTI IDOL (P)
Sire: TRIPLE B J410 (P)
BLACKHAWK OF BRINKS 607M12 (P)
TRIPLE B GAYLE E289 (P)(AI)
TRIPLE B B205 (P)
FOREST HILLS GUCCI 1436 (P)
BENDALONG 259 (P)
PUNCHAGIN YOEMAN (P)
PUNCHAGIN MANDY 8TH (P)
Dam: BOOMAREE F04 (P)
GLEN HEART 753 (P)
BOOMAREE B17 (P)
MUTDAWARRAH U02 (P)

Lot 55

Registered

IDENT: MK 19R1436
DOB:
2/01/2019
AGE:
20
%BI:
52
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/e
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 82%

Another later maturing bull that still has plenty of growing to do, yet he's a smooth
shouldered bull with plenty of stretch, great mobility, displaying thickness and softness
with a great disposition.
Purchaser:

$

Forest Hills

GOOD FORTUNE 1370 (P)

GREENDALE TAPPET (P)
LUNAR FRED (P)
LUNAR 108 (P)
Sire: BINDAREE D652 (P)
BIMBADEEN Q M064 (P)
BINDAREE 0609 (P)
BINDAREE 0300 (P)
FOREST HILLS GOOD FORTUNE 1370 (P)
TYAGARAH 2/414 (H)
BOONDEROO CHAINSAW (S)
BOONDEROO 507 (P)
Dam: KAJARABIE F125 (P)
GREENDALE A015 (P)
KAJARABIE 812 (P)
KAJARABIE 460 (P)

Lot 56

Registered

IDENT: MK 18R1370
DOB:
22/09/2018
AGE:
24
%BI:
53
COLOUR: Black
COAT:
ED/ED
HORN:
Polled
P/HORN: PcPc
GENS:
2
PESTI:
Negative
TENDERNESS: 5
85%
MOTILITY:
MORPHOLOGY: 76%

Long bodied bull that displays a smooth muscle pattern, sleek coat type and great
disposition. A free moving bull with a strong polled head and plenty of substance, length
and bone that will suit various breeders.
Purchaser:

$

60

EMERALD
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Notes

Clearance
TOTAL

Gross
$

Average
$

Top Price
$
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Buyer Instructions
Name:

Bid Card No.

Address:
P/Code:
Invoice To:
Phone:

(

Mobile:

)

Email:
Lots Purchased:
Total Lots

Stud Transfer Required:

No

Yes

ABCA IDENT:

Name & Address:

P/Code:
Transport
PIC No.
Delivery:

Owners Transport
Carrier

Date:

Permit To:
Insurance Required:

Yes

No

Insurance Company:
Dipping Instructions
Not Required
Dip to Clear
Dip Only
Buyers Signature:

Date:

29/09/2020

Note: This Buyers Instruction Sheet MUST be completed in FULL by the buyer or their Authorised
Representative. No verbal instructions will be accepted.
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LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1.

(a)

A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock
for sale by auction.

(b)

An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and
conditions by conducting an auction sale.

(c)

A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.

(d)

Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010

subclause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that
effect prior to sale.
19.

It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition
with each other to make, or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or
understanding that contains a provision relating to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

price-fixing; or
restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
bid-rigging; or
collusive bidding.

(a)

(b)

Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the
provision of relevant information in terms of legislation or regulation
concerning the National Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be
made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall of the hammer. No
objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect of
such error or misdescription can be made after that time.

(c)

Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in
writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested
or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in
writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary
surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been
tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the
opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

(d)

For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable
effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from
the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later
than midnight on the day of the sale.

(e)

For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every
reasonable effort to ensure that the NLIS information is transferred
from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no
later than midnight on the day of the sale.

Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.
2.

(a)

(b)

3.

In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor
respectively includes the servants, contractors and agents of each of
them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly
responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants,
contractors and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the
law and context permits, the vendor’s agent.
When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals”
means all animals originating from the same property on a particular
day. Where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all
of these animals shall be regarded as companions.

The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
(a)

(f)

The following words have the following meanings:
Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred
or relating to these terms and conditions and the sale and purchase of
livestock including, without limitation, transaction levies, yard and
weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or
incurred, by the agent;

20.

Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and
conditions; and

(b)

(b)

holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;

(c)

must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;

(i)

plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the
purchase of livestock that are payable by the buyer; and

(d)

must store the stock separately or so that they are readily
distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;

(ii)

plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.

(e)

is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;

(f)

may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the
livestock. As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the sale
shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the
vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be
made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

(g)

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4.

Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of
the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest
bidder shall be the buyer.

5.

The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right
is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.

6.

A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in
accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7.

Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and
receive any further bids. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of
the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.

8.

In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the
successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The
auctioneer’s decision is final.

9.

The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion,
is not in the best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.

10.

A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder
has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of
another person.

11.

The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at
the fall of the hammer:
(a)

the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or

(c)

the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made;
and

(d)

the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12.

The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be
exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of
the hammer for those sales subject to GST.

13.

The vendor warrants;

14.

(a)

That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the
time of delivery; and

(b)

That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s
obligations under this contract including payment.

If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which
includes the requirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that
buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and
manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and
shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense
arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15.

The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price
in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to
delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in an agreement
between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the
hammer. If, before delivery, payment has not been made then clauses 20 to 23
apply.

16.

No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person
has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for
livestock purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently
accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any
law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possible.

17.

18.
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the purchaser’s name; or

(b)

21.

delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or

(iii)

one hour after the last animal is:
a.

in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or

b.

in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.

(c)

During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is
lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of
the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was
in the selling pen.

(d)

If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the
sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor
or sold on such terms as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the
agent has disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.

(e)

This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at
auction for slaughter. The agent has responsibility for the prevention
of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from
the time of the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and from the scales, to
the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated transport.
This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the
buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale. This

in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale
catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics or are fit for
a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on
information in any document, the livestock will have those
characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

(e)

all information in any document provided by the vendor is true,
complete and correct in all material respects.

28.

In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided
th
such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7 day after
the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price
of such of the vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29.

However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected
outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the
livestock at their next highest and best use.

30.

In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor
will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might
establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the
agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of
any loss.

31.

Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign
material contamination and provided such test is certified and notified as
required by these vendor warranty terms, then:
(a)

the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock
in that lot only; or

(b)

the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the
companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the livestock
slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations will be
that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised,
the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock
back to the consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32.

The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s
warranty arising out of:

to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser
has under the PPSA to receive notices; and

(b)

(e)

the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes
into force is the first date on which livestock are delivered pursuant to
this contract

any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any
breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer
establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and

(c)

any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose
in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD
that is complete in all material aspects.

22.

The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the
vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its
agent against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims
suffered by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from the
vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1.

Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by
the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere
agent of the vendor at law.

(a)

any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the
NVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers
post-sale summary;

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE
33.

This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals
sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle
are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are
slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who
pays the AMPC Processor levy.

23.2.

The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in
clause 23.3.

34.

23.3.

When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by
operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is
subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions
against the buyer.

Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle
for sale that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human
consumption if they are not condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk
applies if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal which the buyer
establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed prior to the fall of
the hammer.

35.

23.4.

The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession
or other action to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full,
or the Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and
conditions:

A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price
of that animal to the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs
incurred after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and
disposal of the animal.

36.

Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter
applies if all of the following are satisfied:

23.5.

23.6.

(a)

when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by
reselling the livestock); and

(b)

when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the
rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment under these terms
and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to
the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as
agent of the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor
for the proceeds of sale.

The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of
all or any of its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created
pursuant to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under
clause 23.3).
The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:

37.

a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS
RFID tag number and PIC, the date of the certificate, the reason for
condemnation and that the reason for condemnation existed prior to
the fall of the hammer;

(b)

the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form
or by fax or electronic communication in the form of data, text or
th
imaging by 5:00pm on the 7 day after the fall of the hammer; and

(c)

if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows
testing in a government
approved laboratory which establishes
maximum residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.

Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason
for condemnation is any of bruising, fever, partial condemnation or emaciation.

do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts
necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights and interests
afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under these terms and
conditions; and

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION

(b)

appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may
do as the vendor’s attorney.

Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and
Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a
collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive
practice to do any of the following:

(a)

by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or

(b)

by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply
with the terms of this clause 23.

23.9.

The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under
these terms and conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or
counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set
off or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the
vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including
any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and
conditions.

24.

(a)

The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less
such commission as is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and
in the absence of any agreement such amount as is reasonable, and
less the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were incurred by the
agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.

(b)

In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the
vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor for the amount of
such payment. Further, if the agent pays the vendor any amount which
the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same
livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the
agent may debit that amount to an account held in the name of the
vendor by the agent.

25.

(a)

(a)

The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended
solely for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The
liabilities and obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:

(i)

(d)

(d)

23.8.

(ii)

are of merchantable quality;
carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;

the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if
Clause 25 applies) to register a financing statement under the PPSA
with respect to the security interest created by this clause;

Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the
risk and expense of the buyer immediately after weighing.

The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer
and ending at the first of:

pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and
inspections at the time of slaughter;.

(c)

the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;

(b)

(b)

(a)
(b)

(b)

These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as
vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may
have against the vendor or otherwise.

All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered
for sale at auction:

(c)

23.7.

Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.

27.

Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal
Property Securities Act (Cth) 2009 (PPSA);

Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

(c)

This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals
sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the
livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which
they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any
person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale
separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, together with
the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the
vendor.

(a)

(a)

26.

The purchaser agrees that:
(a)

The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several
duties under the Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines
for the Land Transport of Livestock and further to consign, manage,
receive, transport and handle livestock in accordance with any other or
additional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the
jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received,
transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT
PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION

does not acquire title to the livestock;

Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer
referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions

These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in
the State in which the auction is conducted and in the event of any
conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of
these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate
from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in
legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is
conducted.

(b)

Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived
from the National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP
database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or
announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.

If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its
representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is
received, the buyer:
(a)

engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to
the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the
safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding
environments.

Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and
warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded from the
sale to the extent that the law allows. All lots are open for inspection
prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if
any. No compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections,
errors of description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

(c)

Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is
not under obligation so to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it
by the vendor, debit the amount of the commission and fees to an
account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

(a)

The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the
purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of

NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings

(i)

to abstain from bidding; or

(ii)

to bid to a limited extent only; or

(iii)

to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.

Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer
clearly and precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.
Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to
acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in
collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from
bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent
free and open competition.
WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.
It is an offence to:
(i)
induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means
of a promise, expressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to
elect to take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to
become the owner;
(ii)

abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;

(iii)

knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any
name other than that of the actual successful bidder;

(iv)

enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the
actual successful bidder; or

(v)

in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of
the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose
behalf the sale is conducted.

The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to
make no more than three bids.
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Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.
These Livestock Auction Terms & Conditions of Sale are provided to ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only.

We sincerely thank all Buyers, Bidders and Underbidders for your
interest in our 2020 Forest Hills Brangus Sale. We appreciate the
distances travelled and the time taken to attend our sale and we
look forward to seeing future progeny flourish within your herds.
A special thanks to our Family, extended Brangus Family, Members,
Colleagues, Associates and Special Friends for your continued
support, inspiration, and motivation. We look forward to developing,
continuing, and enhancing these great relationships.
We wish you and your families all the very best for a wet and
prosperous season ahead and we hope you have great success with
your Forest Hills purchases. We look forward to seeing you in 2021.

Thank you
Michael, Kellie, Jayden & Heidi Silvester
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www.foresthillsbrangus.com.au
Michael & Kellie Silvester
Ph: (07) 4982 0014

Mb: 0419 790 603 (Kellie)
Mb: 0408 799 125 (Michael)
admin@foresthillsbrangus.com.au
'Forest Hills' Capella QLD 4723

